
Workbook Answer Key

pages 4-7

lunchtime

gym class

eat lunch

run around

go out

jump rope

play soccer

play basketball

We like lunchtime.

We like art class.

We draw pictures.

We paint pictures.

We make things with clay.

art class

draw pictures

paint pictures

make things

gym music

art recess

recess.

play.

play hide-and-seek.

play tag.

We like gym class.

We go out and play after lunch.

We jump rope in the gym.

We eat lunch in the cafeteria.

We run around in the gym.

We play soccer.

We play basketball.

doesn’t

don’t

doesn’t

don’t

recess

gym class

art class

go out

run around

draw pictures.

play tag.

play basketball.

We paint pictures.

play hide-and-seek.

jump rope

We make interesting things.

play soccer.

doesn’t like tea.

doesn’t like ice cream.

doesn’t like soccer.

play soccer.

eat ice cream.

eat ice cream.

*Answers may vary.
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pages 8-11

a school talent show.

a school talent show.

have a school talent show.

dance.

sing.

do yo-yo tricks.

can juggle.

Ann can do magic tricks.

James can jump on a trampoline.

play the drums.

can ride a unicycle.

I can walk on a tightrope.

sing

funny jokes

walk

jump

drums

jump rope

juggle

unicycles

do magic tricks

dance

yo-yo tricks

trumpet jump ropemagic

play the violin

He can sing.

He can tell funny jokes.

He can walk on a tightrope.

They can juggle.

They can ride unicycles.

They can do magic tricks.

She can jump.

She can play the drums.

She can jump rope on a pogo stick.

They can dance.

They can do yo-yo tricks.

breakdance.

sing.

can do magic tricks.

can play the trumpet.
They can play the violin.

can

can’t

can’t

can

can

can’t

can

can’t

We are happy and excited.

They like juggling very much.

She can play the violin.
or She plays the violin.

He can’t do magic tricks.
or He does magic tricks.
Mike can’t dance well.
or Mike dances well.
We have a talent show today.

*Answers may vary.
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pages 12-15

merry-go-round

trampoline

go

jump

Viking ship

roller coaster

swing

raise

She is on the merry-go-round.

He is on the trampoline.

He is on the water slide.

He can slide down fast.

They are on the Ferris wheel.

They can see everything.

amusement

school

water slide

slide down

Ferris wheel

see

They are on the Viking ship.

They are on the roller coaster.

She can go round and round.

He can jump high.

They can swing back and forth.

They can raise their hands.

on the trampoline.

can jump

am on the water slide.

can slide down

on under

in on

at on

Ken and Mike are excited.

They are at school.

We are in the classroom.

I can see everything.

Amy can raise her hands.

We are excited today.

We are at the amusement park.

The cat is on the swing.

The boys are on the roller coaster.

I can slide down fast.
or I slide down fast.

at the amusement park.

are at the amusement park.

are at the amusement park.

on the roller coaster.

are on the Ferris wheel.

We are on the trampoline.

can raise our hands.

can see everything.

We can jump high.

are very excited.

are happy and excited.

We are happy and excited.

*Answers may vary.
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pages 16-19

is shooting

is jumping

is counting

are hiding

is chasing

are eating

Patrick is counting to 20.

are dribbling

is “It.”

are playing hide-and-seek.

are playing basketball

are playing tag

Sara is hiding.

are throwing

is chasing

I am hiding too.

are shooting

are running

She is holding a racket.

We like playing hide-and-seek.

They are playing kickball now.

It is lunchtime now. *Answers may vary.

basketball

chasing

badminton

running

hide-and-seek

holding

tag

hitting

They like playing basketball.

He is chasing the girl.

They like playing hide-and-seek.

She is holding the racket.

They like playing badminton.

She is running away.

They like playing tag.

He is hitting the shuttle.

dribbling

shooting

counting

hiding

badminton

hide-and-seek

He is dribbling the ball.

He is counting to 20.

She is shooting the ball.

They are hiding under the table.

a pitcher.

is rolling

a kicker.

is kicking

*Answers may vary.
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pages 20-23

We sit under the beach umbrella and eat ice cream.

Tom goes into the water and swims.

They go to the park and ride bicycles.

My mom sits on the chair and relaxes.
*Answers may vary.

build sandcastles

play volleyball

fly kites

surf

collect seashells

go snorkeling

swim

sit and relax

We build sandcastles at the beach.

We play volleyball at the beach.

They wear hats at the beach.

They eat watermelon at the beach.

They catch crabs at the beach.

They ride bikes at the beach.

umbrella swimsuits seashells

hats

watermelon

crabs

bikes

We collect seashells at the beach.

We go snorkeling at the beach.

We fly kites at the beach.

We surf at the beach.

We swim at the beach.

We sit and relax at the beach.

to the beach.

our swimsuits.

into the water

build sandcastles

to the beach.

to the beach.

to the beach.

build sandcastles at the beach.

fly kites at the beach.

eat ice cream at the beach.

collect seashells at the beach.

play volleyball at the beach.

We catch crabs at the beach.

swim

surf

We always have fun at the beach.
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pages 24-27

backpack

going

is

are

is going camping today.

are going camping today.

are carrying sleeping bags.

is going to the mountains.

are going to the mountains.

is going camping today.

is going to the mountains. *Answers may vary.

cave exploring

hiking boots

camping

hiking stick

hiking

sleeping bag

skiing

tent

My family is going cave exploring.

She is wearing hiking boots.

My family is going hiking.

He has a sleeping bag.

My family is going camping.

She is carrying a hiking stick.

My family is going skiing.

He has a tent.

poles

skis

flashlight

helmet

hiking

mountains

She has poles.

He is carrying a flashlight.

She has skis.

He is wearing a helmet.

are going hiking

to the mountains.

wearing hats.

wearing hiking boots.

are wearing hiking boots.

to the mountains.

to the mountains.

are going hiking

are going hiking

cave exploring

My sister is wearing a sun hat.

is wearing a backpack.

wearing helmets.

I am carrying a hiking stick.

am carrying a hiking stick.

carrying a flashlight.
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pages 28-31

Thai food

tom yum goong

pad thai

Mexican food

burritos

nachos

tacos

banana pancakes

We like Mexican food.

We like Thai food.

We like nachos.

We like pad thai.

We like burritos.

We like tom yum goong.

We like tacos.

We like banana pancakes.

*Answers may vary.

*Answers may vary.

We like fried rice.

We like dumplings.

We like pizza.

We like spaghetti.

fried rice

dumplings

pizza

spaghetti

Chinese

noodles

Italian food

likes spaghetti.

like pizza.

like risotto.

go out to eat

go out to eat

go out to eat

to an Italian restaurant.

go to a Thai restaurant.

go to a Mexican restaurant.

like Mexican food.

like tacos

Italian food.

like Thai food.

like pizza

like pad thai
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pages 32-35

sing

make

blow out

get

birthday cake

invitation cards

balloons

birthday banner

They sing Happy Birthday.

Mom makes a birthday cake.

We watch a magic show.

We eat ice cream.

We watch a movie.

We play a fun game.

magic show

movie

game

birthday

presents

ice cream

I blow out the candles.

We make a birthday banner.

I make a wish.

Dad puts up balloons.

I get many presents.

I write invitation cards to my friends.

I always invite my friends.

My mom usually makes a cake.

My dad always helps my mom.

We usually watch a movie.

The cake is always delicious.

There is usually ice cream too.

anuary uly

ebruary ugust

arch eptember

pril ctober

ay ovember

une ecember

*Answers may vary.

in June.

have a party on my birthday.

prepares a lot of food.

friends.

is in December.

is in May.

is in August.

have a party on my birthday.

have a party on my birthday.

makes a birthday banner.

invite my friends.

My friends sing Happy Birthday.

get presents.

makes a cake.

play fun games.

I make a wish.
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pages 36-39

an

some

a

some

some

is about friends and adventures.

are about friends and adventures. 

are animation movies.

is excited about the movie.

are excited about the movie.

like animation movies.
*Answers may vary.

Frozen

animation

snow queen

Harry Potter

fantasy

wizards

fantasy movies

animation movies

We are watching Harry Potter.

We are watching Frozen.

It is about magic and wizards.

It is about a snow queen.

It is a fantasy movie.

It is an animation movie.

We like fantasy movies.

We like animation movies.

Iron Man

action

superhero

action movies

theater

popcorn

at Blueberry Movie Theater.

watching Magic Adventures.

We are watching Iron Man.

It is an action movie.

It is about a superhero.

We like action movies.

is an animation movie.

is about friends and adventures.

movie theater.

are at the movie theater.

are at the movie theater.

watching Frozen.

are watching Iron Man.

are watching Zootopia.

an animation movie.

is an action movie.

is an animation movie.

at three o’clock.

are excited about the movie.

We want some popcorn and soda.
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pages 40-43

Australia

muscular

longer than

grass

Asia

moon shape

hibernate

round short

Kangaroos live in Australia.

Moon bears live in Asia.

Lions live in Africa.

Male lions have manes.

They eat meat.

Africa

larger than

meat

zebra

stripes

manes

Their hind legs are longer 
than their front legs.

Male lions are larger than female lions.

They have a round body and a short tail.

They have a long, muscular tail.

They have a moon shape on their chest.

They eat grass.

They hibernate, or sleep, in the winter.

larger than

taller than

slower than

smaller than

more dangerous than

more powerful than

bigger than

longer than

*Answers may vary.

live in Africa.

have black and white stripes.

are bigger than

eat grass.

in Australia.

live in Asia.

Giant pandas in China.

have a muscular tail.

have a heavy body.

have long hind legs.

have a short tail.

They eat with their hands.

eat bamboo.

have short front legs.

have a moon shape on their chest.

They are smaller than polar bears.
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pages 44-47

Stingrays have a flat body.

Dolphins have a dorsal fin.

They have a blowhole. 

They have two flippers.

They have a powerful tail.

They have a dangerous tail.

They have wide fins.

They have a mouth.

Octopuses have a large head. 

They have eight arms. 

They have many suckers. 

They have two big eyes.

body

fin

flippers

tail

manatee

plants

blowhole

tail

fins

mouth

head

arms

suckers

eyes

lives in the ocean.

are very gentle.

are very gentle.

has a flat body.

are in the ocean.

are in the ocean.
*Answers may vary.

are wild sea animals.

are large and gray.

have two flippers.

only eat sea plants.

in the ocean.

live in the ocean.

Green sea turtles live in the ocean.

have a sleek body.

have a large head.

are large reptiles.

have a blowhole on their head.

have eight arms.

They have four flippers.

have two flippers on their side.

have many suckers on their arms.

They eat sea plants.
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pages 48-51

have colorful feathers.

are pretty birds.

have a hooked beak.

the human voice.

Pelicans have a large beak.

Sparrows are bigger than hummingbirds.

Swans are larger than ducks.

The albatross has the largest wings.

Peacocks can’t fly very far.

Eagles are powerful birds.

colorful

hooked

holes

voice

largest

neck

run

taller

Parrots are colorful birds.

Ostriches are the largest birds.

Eagles are large, powerful birds.

They have clawed feet.

They hunt during the day.

They build their nests on high cliffs.

powerful

clawed

hunt

cliffs

peacock

feathers

They build their nests in the holes in trees.

They are taller than a man.

They have a hooked beak.

They have a long neck.

They imitate the human voice.

They can run fast.

are beautiful birds.

are blue and green.

have a crest on their head.

build their nests on the ground.

*Answers may vary.

are the largest birds.

Snowy owls live in the Arctic.

have long legs.

can run

They build nests on the ground.

have yellow eyes.

the biggest eggs.

They can see well.
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pages 52-55

*Answers may vary.

Roger Federer is from Switzerland.

He is a famous pianist.

She is American.

Oprah Winfrey is a talk show host.

Lang Lang is from China.
He is a famous tennis player.

He was born in 1981.

He started tennis at the age of 8.

Emma Watson is an actress.

She was born in France.

She was born in 2002.

She is the best violinist.

He was born in France.

He has concerts around the world.

They speak German very well.

She was born in Japan.

They are Colombian actors.

He is smart and popular.

She is smart and popular.

She speaks English and French.

Switzerland

talk show host

China

pianist

American

Messi

Argentina

tennis player

1981

started

actress

France

smart

English

is a famous soccer player.

from Argentina.

is not very tall for a soccer player. 

is The Flea.

is a talk show host.

is from China.

Roger Federer is a tennis player.

is American.

is a famous pianist.

He is from Switzerland.

born in 1954.

piano at the age of 3.

He was born in 1981.

is rich and popular.

has concerts around the world.

He has many world records.
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pages 56-59

the capital

6,700 km

palace

the largest city

places to visit

benches

354 steps

things to see

Beijing is the capital of China.

New York is the largest city in the US.

the capital

buildings

church

theater

Paris

Eiffel

is the capital

Bogota is the capital of Colombia.

There are many interesting buildings.

The Cathedral Primada is an old chuch.

The Maloka science museum has a dome theater.

are many famous places

is a tall iron tower.

is a famous museum.

The Great Wall is 6,700 km long.

Central Park has over 9,000 benches.

There are many things to see.

There are many famous places to visit.

The Forbidden City is an old palace.

The Statue of Liberty has 354 steps.

Buckingham Palace is a beautiful palace.

are many things

London is in the UK.

is the capital

is the largest city

are famous places

Portobello Market is a large, open market.

is 6,700 km

has 354 steps.

It is a very busy place.

is an old palace.

has 9,000 benches.

is a famous city.

is in the UK.

has beautiful places.

are beautiful places.

are in the UK.

are beautiful places.

is a famous city.

*Answers may vary.
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pages 60-63

Egypt

New York

opened

floors

Khalifa

observation

tallest

years

Pisa

bell tower

built

floors

tomb

pyramid

The Great Pyramid of Giza is in Egypt.

One World Trade Center is in New York.

It opened in 2014.

There are 104 floors in the building.

It is the tallest building in the city.

The Tower of Pisa is in Pisa, Italy.

It is about 4,500 years old.

It is the bell tower of a church.

It is the tomb of King Khufu.

It was built in 1372.

It is the largest pyramid in Egypt.

There are eight floors in the tower.

It was built in 2012.

It has an observation deck.

It is the oldest building.

There are 102 floors in the building.

The tower is 96 m tall.

It is on the 148th floor.

The building is 321 m tall.

There are 100 rooms in the palace.

People can go up to the top.

It is a famous tower.

is in Pisa, Italy.

is the bell tower

was built

can go up

*Answers may vary.

is a famous building

opened

up to the observation deck

is on the 148th floor.

is in Egypt.

Tokyo Skytree is in Tokyo, Japan.

is about 4,500 years old.

It was built in 2012.

is the largest pyramid

It is the tallest tower in the world.

is the tomb

It is 634 m tall.
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